YEAST MANAGEMENT PROCESSES IMPACTING YEAST VIABILITY & VITALITY: PROPAGATION
Processing Specifications

Processing Specifications

Delgado: recommends propagation be done between
15-20oC and DO maintained at 0.1-0.2 ppm.

Scottish Courage Ale Yeast Propagation
Supplements:
a) Zinc: 0.2 ppm
b) Magnesium: 100 mM
c) Manganese: 100 mM
d) Wort pH: adjust to 5.1 with KOH/NaOH
e) Corn Steep Liquor: 20 g/L
.....propagation complete in 30 hours, viability
deteriorates thereafter.
Scandibrew:
a) Keep propagation number to < 100 million/ml
to maintain maximum viability....even if first FV
pitch is only 5 million/ml.
b) 12°P wort OG to propagate.
c) Control oxygen to 120 mg O2/gram yeast dry
weight (vs 740 level for aerobic fermentation).
d) Agitator speed critical influence on [DO] e.g.
2-6 ppm achieved vs 0.1 ppm DO at speeds of
3 m/sec vs. 1.7 m/sec, respectively.

Gravity of wort
propagation (-)...e.g.
when pitch into 17.5°P
wort, yeast propagated
at 7.5, 12.5 & 17.5°P had
end ferm viabilities of 93,
90 and 85%, respectively
(Guinness)

Boulton (CBL) Two-Vessel Aerobic Yeast
Propagation:
a) 5 & 85 bbl
b) Variable 5-speed mechanical mixer with internal
baffles.
c) Continuous oxygenation.
d) One bar top pressure during operation.
e) 150 L/min oxygen flow in main vessel, ramping
up from 0 to 200 L/min to maintain 5-8 ppm DO
throughout propagation.
f) Lager or ale strains.
g) Achieve 200-240 million cells per ml with > 98%
viability..enough to pitch 1000 bbl FV at 15-17
million per ml.
h) 12.5°P wort OG/25°C.
i) Done in 24 hours!
j) Agitation continuous…[DO] drops to zero quickly
if off.

Scottish Courage Ale Yeast Propagation
Supplements:
a) Zinc: 0.2 ppm
b) Magnesium: 100 mM
c) Manganese: 100 mM
d) Wort pH: adjust to 5.1 with KOH/NaOH
e) Corn Steep Liquor: 20 g/L
.....propagation complete in 30 hours, viability
deteriorates thereafter.
Optimal propagation wort O.G.
is 7.5-12.5° P

Effect on Yeast
Viability & Vitality

Concentration and activity of following
enzymes are associated with yeast vitality
during propagation: ADH, maltase, pyruvate
de'Hase, & pyruvate decarboxylase

Yeast growth in synchronous culture:
a) 50% are newly budded, one birth scar.
b) 25% are FI, one birth scar, one bud scar
c) 12.5 % are F2, one birth scar, two bud scars
d) 6.25 % are F3, one birth scar, three bud scars
e) 3.125% are F4, one birth scar, four bud scars
f) 1.5625 are F5, one birth scar, five bud scars
......thus 98.4375% are < 5 generations (= two
brewing fermentations)

Adding glutathione (GSH) to yeast propagation
medium did not improve lager yeast growth in
production. GSH is naturally found in all cells, acts as
a reducing agent among other things.

Processing Specifications

Carlsberg: Process inputs to store yeast are:
a) Cooling ...to slow metabolism & conserve glycogen.
b) Homogenization ....to avoid stratification and subsequent autolysis
c) Degassing ...to avoid CO2 stress
d) Aeration ...to eliminate CO2 and reactivate prior to pitching
e) Acid Washing...for micro control

Processing Specifications

Asahi: assessed impact of a) time of harvesting prop yeast and
b) DO levels during propagation on yeast performance in pitched
wort, with i) speed of fermentation and ii) maximum production
of VDK being used as indicators of yeast performance.
Propagation conditions: 12°P wort, DO controlled to constant
level (6.0 or 1.5 ppm), 72 hours, yeast cell count increases from 3
million cells/ml to 180 miilion cells/ml.
Results: i) using early log phase cells (24hr) to pitch, fermentations
most rapid, but peak VDK highest.
ii) using stationary phase cells (72 hr) to pitch, fermentations
slowest, but peak VDK lowest.
iii) using late log phase cells (60 hr at @ 110 million cells/ml in
propagator) to pitch, optimal for subsequent fermentation
iv) controlling prop DO at 1.5 ppm, not 6.0, produces better
yeast performance in fermentation.
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